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T-34 Racing will take 
place on the first Sunday 

of every month.
Wind or no wind...

Hello fellow pilots,

  The month of June started off with no T34 
race due to the high winds at the airfield. 
Several pilots and helpers showed up but 
with winds above 25 mph there wasn’t a 
chance to even put the planes together. 
The flying field is in good shape thanks 
to the help of Ron, Don, Tom and myself 
all hoping on the lawnmower ( not all 
at once) to get the field mowed. Oren 
is starting to get a fun Fly together and 
lets try and make it a good event. We are 
thinking about a fun fly during the week 
as some of us are still working and not 
able to attend weekend events. The next 
club meeting will be on the 18th and will 
be moved up to start at 10:00. Bring any 
ideas on having fun at the flying field to 
Oren or Tom or myself. Have fun thank 

you all.

Richard Hartwig
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Dear fellow Pilots,

   We have gotten in a race with 
our T 34’s. Thank you for all that 
participated, pylon judges and lap 
counters. Great weather with very 
little wind for a change. Had Hot 
Dogs  for lunch with potato salad. 
The flying field is very dry so I urge 
caution when flying especially 
with the electric’s with lipo’s. Not 
saying everyone fly’s like I do but 
crashes are a very real event. Do 
to the weather and strong winds 
this time of year there is very 
little flying taking place but I have 
gotten in a couple of flights. With 
no one flying there is no toilet 
seat award, which is a good thing! 
The field is in summer shape with 
the grass low and dry, the weeds 
making their appearance and are 
unforgiving. So be careful if you 

land off the runway.

Richard Hartwig

President VVRC 



Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 11am May 20th, 2018     8 Members and no guests.
Flying Site:  Lease is good for another year. Runway was repaired (they’re sticking to thier warranty) Don and Ron have 
cut the grass.
Membership: Current Member ship is at 30 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety: No new issues New safety rules are posted on the Conex.
Events: T-34 race will be June 3rd and the Meeting June 10th. August 11th Model aviation Day
Old Business: None
New Business: Batteries and Bulbs will offer a 10-15% discount if you mention John White at purchase.
Toilet Seat Award:  None
Show and Tell: None

Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 11am June 10th, 2018     9 Members and no guests.
Flying Site:  Still have cracks in the runway.Don has cut the grass. More fuel is needed for the mower.Repainting after 
the crack repairs.?
Membership: Current Member ship is at 30 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety: Watch out for Ticks. Remember the sand in buckets in field and near pit areas. Entry to the road is a safety 
hazard. watch out for cross traffic.
Events: T-34 race will be July 8th and the Meeting July 15th. August 11th Model aviation Day
Old Business: Tall Weeds
New Business: None
Toilet Seat Award:  None
Show and Tell: Sidney showed off a 21cc twin engine.

Meeting Minutes    Called to Order @ 11am April 8th, 2018 Members 8 and no guests.
Flying Site:  Grass cut and it looks good. Waiting for it to dry out to have the cracks repaired on April 17th.
Membership: Current Member ship is at 30 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety:Help out the inexpericened newer flyers.
Events: May Fun Fly to be determined.
Old Business: Runway repairs April17th is planned. Insurance from AMA (always slow) Field payments.
New Business: Newsletter will go to a Quartely publication.
Toilet Seat Award:  Richard for discharging his P-51 battery in the shop and then not recharging it before flying had a 

Hello fellow pilots, finally we had a T34 race. A little windy but great weather as it was not too hot and not too 
windy. Didn’t lose a plane, didn’t even ding a propeller! Had one racer that had a little engine problem at the 

start and withdrew from the race, but finished in great fan fare by tallying up the cuts and finishing places. ( Not an 
easy task) Race results were 1st. Tom, second went to George and if you can believe it third place was Monty! Thanks 
goes to Ron and Ron for being pylon judges.  Don cooked up the dogs and we had a great fun filled day. Field was 
cut by Don Prosser and many thanks to him as it looks great! The field not Don! Next meeting is Sunday the 9th at 
10:00. Being as it is summer time I think having an early meeting before the heat gets up is better! See you all then,

Richard Hartwig



Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 11am July 15th, 2018 Members 8 and no guests.
Flying Site: Don is keeping the grass short.More weed spray is needed.Get asphault guys # to address cracks. Steve 
painted the pylons to make them more visible.
Membership: Current Membership is at 32 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety: John White tells us that the ticks are out . Remember the sand buckets and fire extinguishers. Monty discussed 
how he melted some batteries while applying a storage charge. (at home on a metal table)
Events:T-34 August 5th Meeting August 12th. WDA wings of Victory July 21-23 
Old Business: Weed sprayer stuff.
New Business: New ways to attract new members was discussed at length.
Toilet Seat Award:  None
Show and Tell:Monty showed off his Spitfire by Dynam on floats no less. He also showed off his A-4 Jet by Motion RC 
has put in a second ESC due to a failure of the first one.

Gary Prosser and Tom Gross
Tom sent me this in April

Here is a pic for the newsletter. Tom has taken  
first place in Bronze and Gary took first in 

Gold at the Big Kahuna Warbird Race.  It was 
Garys first time ever in Gold. We both call for 

each other.

Also, not to promote another club, but after 
4 months of Sams Outlaw Racing, with over 
30 pilots, Gary is tied for first and I’m in 2nd. 
Well technically since 2 guys are tied for first 
you could say I’m in 3rd place.

Secretary’s spin
Oren Redsun

Hello Everyone 
Well I have finally had the opportunity to write 

out the Newsletter.
The past several months have found me at Napa airport repairing a Tri-Pacer with 3 cylinders removed and many small 

items needing repair. Howerver my modeling planes have felt left out. I plan on changing that. I will be doing more 
model aviation after August’s aircraft are signed off.

Membership
 Please remember to send me a Stamped Self addressed envelope for return of your membership card. I’m going to issue 

cards that are laminated. This coming year I would like everyone to submit a new paper application.It will allow me 
to keep all club records up to date and correct. Remember the gate lock changes on the 1st of March. Remember the 

current Website for our club is : http://www.vacavalleyrc.org 
See You at the field 

Oren Redsun 
at64me@gmail.com



EVENTS

VVRC   vacavalleyrc.org
September 2 T-34 Racing
October 7  T-34 Racing
November 4 T-34 Racing
December 2 T-34 Racing

 

Meeting Minutes   
 Called to Order @ 1126 August12th, 2018 Members 8 and no guests.
Flying Site: Don is keeping the grass short.He brought up several points 
about the Tractor we use for mowing and towing. He also brought up the fact 
we could look for a tow behind finish mower that maight be a good option 
for us.
Membership: Current Membership is at 33 with 4 lifetime and 4 officers.
Safety: No issues except how dry it is.
Events:T-34 Sept 2th Meeting Sept.9 
Old Business: None.
New Business: Weed sprayer stuff.
Toilet Seat Award:  None
Show and Tell: None



May 2018, SAFETY REPORT

• Again this month has proven to be a safe and accident free flying month. 
EXCELLENT LET’S MAKE JUNE A REPEAT FOR JUNE!

•  The tick season is well under way. We have had one or two members already 
pulling ticks off their skin. One good way to prevent a tick attack is to use a good 

bug spray. Apply it to you skin as well as your clothing.  Also keep in mind that we 
will soon be seeing the temps hitting in the high 90’s and above 100 degrees.  Drink 
plenty of water and stay hydrated while enjoying the warm weather. Remember 

only you can prevent HEAT STROKE…

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• OBSERVED or COMMUNICATED SAFETY ISSUES FOR THIS MONTH:

1. No safety issue have been communicated nor observed during the month of 
May. GREAT let’s have a repeat in June..

       ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--

National Model Aircraft Safety Code

We have posted the new AMA National Model Aircraft Safety Code on the 
storage shed. 

National Model Aircraft Safety Code

 Effective January 1, 2018

 A model aircraft is a non-human-carrying device capable of sustained 
flight within visual line of sight of the pilot or spotter(s). It may not exceed 

limitations of this code and is intended exclusively for sport, recreation, education 
and/or competition. All model flights must be conducted in accordance with this 
safety code and related AMA guidelines, any additional rules specific to the flying 

site, as well as all applicable laws and regulations

. As an AMA member I agree: 

• I will not fly a model aircraft in a careless or reckless manner.

 • I will not interfere with and will yield the right of way to all human-carrying 
aircraft using AMA’s See and Avoid Guidance and a spotter when appropriate.

 • I will not operate any model aircraft while I am under the influence of alcohol or 
any drug that could adversely affect my ability to safely control the model.

 • I will avoid flying directly over unprotected people, moving vehicles, and occupied 
structures. 



• I will fly Free Flight (FF) and Control Line (CL) models in compliance with AMA’s 
safety programming. • I will maintain visual contact of an RC model aircraft 

without enhancement other than corrective lenses prescribed to me. When 
using an advanced flight system, such as an autopilot, or flying First-Person 
View (FPV), I will comply with AMA’s Advanced Flight System programming. 

• I will only fly models weighing more than 55 pounds, including fuel, if 
certified through AMA’s Large Model Airplane Program.

 • I will only fly a turbine-powered model aircraft in compliance with AMA’s 
Gas Turbine Program. 

• I will not fly a powered model outdoors closer than 25 feet to any individual, 
except for myself or my helper(s) located at the flightline, unless I am taking 

off and landing, or as otherwise provided in AMA’s Competition Regulation. 

• I will use an established safety line to separate all model aircraft operations 
from spectators and bystanders.

_____________________________________________________________
________________________

Here is a noise safety article for you enjoyment on   BASICS OF NOISE

Our eardrums sense tiny fluctuations in air pressure, which we interpret 
as sound. The decibel scale is used for expressing sound levels because 

we do not perceive loudness in a linear fashion. We detect loudness in a 
logarithmic way, similar to the Richter scale for earthquakes.

Although an increase of 3 decibels (dB) doubles the sound energy or 
amplitude, it takes a change of 10 dB to be judged as twice as loud. Each 

similar decrease of 10 dB is considered to be half as loud as the original sound.

Changes of 1 dB are not perceptible. A 3 dB change can be heard by a critical 
listener under ideal conditions. A 5 dB change is normally the threshold 

where a difference is readily noticeable, either up or down.

A-weighted decibels (dBA) are commonly used to measure sound levels. 
The A-weighted scale deemphasizes low frequencies to directly compare 

loudness from different sounds. Theoretically, a diesel locomotive measuring 



80 dBA has the same loudness as a cymbal at 80 dBA, although the frequency 
content is much different.

Our ears and hearing system are constructed to put more emphasis on 
high-frequency sound than low tones.

It is important to hear a twig snap (high-frequency) from behind as the grizzly 
bear stalks you. Low-frequency rumble from distant thunder miles away is 

less critical. Most of the information content from speech is in the middle and 
higher frequencies, 500 Hz to 2000 Hz.

The time of day, duration, and variability of sound affects the annoyance 
factor. Steady sounds are less annoying and more easily accepted than a 

varying sound. Sounds with pure tones or major fluctuations in level are more 
noticeable, which is why those sounds are used for alarms and sirens.

In the case of RC airplanes, the sound levels change throughout the flight. 
The variability makes the noise more noticeable and annoying to the public.

Two common ways to express sound levels are the equivalent continuous 
noise level (Leq) and the momentary maximum level (Lmax). The Leq is 

the summed total of the sound energy occurring throughout the event or a 
time period. Although not mathematically precise, Leq can be thought of as 

the average sound level.

The Lmax is the loudest noise that occurs, if only for a second or two. It 
takes a more sophisticated sound meter to measure Leq and calculate the 

running average. A decent sound meter of reasonable accuracy will cost at 
least $300. An integrating sound meter that can directly measure Leq typically 

costs $1,500 or more.

Noise Limits



There is no magic number to make everyone happy and avoid annoying 
or offending others. There also is not a definite dB value where everyone 

agrees that noise becomes a problem. Because humans are involved, there is 
always a certain amount of subjectivity and variability.

The U.S. Army has noise criteria for military firing ranges that define acceptable 
noise levels when up to 15% of the nearby population is annoyed. The 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration allows a workplace level of 90 
dBA for an eight-hour shift, without running an undue risk of hearing damage 

throughout a career.

Not all jurisdictions have a noise ordinance. Even if a city or county has an 
ordinance, it may be flawed and incomplete. I formerly lived in a small city 

that has an ordinance adopted in the 1950s. It lists octave bands (different 
component frequencies rather than the overall dBA value) that have not been 

used since the early 1960s.

In my 28 years as a full-time acoustical engineer, I have never seen a sound meter 
that can measure the octave bands that are listed. If the text of an ordinance 

has technical flaws you are usually stuck with them. A knowledgeable expert 
can sometimes make a case for different interpretations, but the letter of the 
law is usually what counts. Often, the government staffers do not understand 

their own noise ordinance.

Many noise ordinances will express noise limits as either Leq values or 
Lmax values. In the case of Leq, the wording is usually something similar 

to: “…noise level shall not exceed Leq 60 dBA for any given daytime hour.”

Another approach is listing the maximum permissible level (Lmax) 
regardless of duration such as, “...noise shall not exceed 70 dBA at a 

residential property or property line at any time.” Noise limits are typically 10 
dB lower between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

Another approach to noise limits is ambient plus five dB. In this case, the 
average existing background or ambient noise in the area is measured 



without the noise in question. While the RC aircraft are flying, another set 
of sound levels are observed. The two levels cannot differ by more than five 

decibels.

If the background noise is Leq 59 dBA for example, the noise when RC airplanes 
are flying cannot exceed Leq 64 dBA. This option is helpful in areas that are 

already noisy.

If the stated limit is 60 dBA but the highway traffic is 64 dBA, you cannot 
easily demonstrate compliance with the lower limit. The ambient adjustment 

can be a double-edged sword. If the area is quiet and the background noise 
averages 40 dBA, then your noise limit becomes 45 dBA.

Some ordinances do not have any numerical limits. They simply use vague 
language such as, “…shall not create a nuisance at nearby residences” 

or similar phrasing. But what constitutes a nuisance? One’s sweet sound is 
another’s awful racket. A numerical decibel limit is more understandable and 
less open to interpretation, and more defensible in court should it come to 

that.

Noise-Control Techniques

Noise control works on a source-path-receiver model. Noise can be reduced 
at the source (using mufflers, quieter engines, electric motors), along the 

path of propagation (distance, barriers), or at the receiver (enclosures, better 
windows, earplugs).

In the case of RC aircraft, the noise source is elevated and moving, so an 
enclosure or a property-line noise barrier is typically not an option. Good 

luck getting the neighbors to wear earplugs because you want to fly!

The available options usually fall into a few categories:

• Limits on aircraft type (electric powered versus glow powered, or a ban 
on turbines).



• Restricted hours for the field (typically not after 9 p.m. or before 10 a.m.).

• Noise limits on the aircraft (requiring mufflers or baffles, or a limit on engine 
size).

Although there is no handy library or compilation of sound data for RC 
aircraft, my experience shows that the typical sound levels for various 

types of RC aircraft, at a reference distance of 100 feet, are:

 
Glow- and gas-powered airplanes

Glow- and gas-powered helicopters

Electric-powered helicopters

Electric ducted-fan jet airplanes

Turbine-powered airplanes

Turboprop airplanes 

Leq 66-75

Leq 68-70

Leq 66-68

Leq 56-58

Leq 68-71

Leq 58-60 

Lmax 75-90

Lmax 77-79

Lmax 75-76

Lmax 67-70

Lmax 80-90

Lmax 75

The Leq value shown is for approximately 3 to 5 minutes of a given flight. 
Lmax is the highest momentary level that was observed during a high-

speed pass or a takeoff. It is complicated to extrapolate a five-minute Leq out 
during an entire hour, as is often required when assessing compliance with a 

local noise ordinance.



That calculation is well beyond a simple explanation. A 5-minute Leq taken 
during a flight will be higher than the same sounds averaged for an hour. If 

the limit is Leq 60 for an hour, and you measure Leq 65 during each of several 
5- to 10-minute flights that hour, the overall average will likely comply.

There were some surprises in this data. Turbine aircraft were expected 
to be louder than glow engines, but the difference was only 3 to 4 dBA. 

Some glow-powered propeller airplanes were louder than the smaller turbine 
airplanes. A level that is 3 decibels higher is not dramatically louder. Jets with 

turbines rated from P-60 to PT-160 were measured.

The electric helicopters were slightly quieter than the nitro-powered helis 
(600 to 800 series, or rotor diameters of 600 mm to 800 mm). Most of the 

noise comes from the rotor disc during aggressive maneuvers, not the engine.

The loudest propeller airplane measured was a 40% scale gas-powered 
aerobatic model with a 160cc four-stroke gas engine. On average, its 

noise was Leq 70 throughout the 6-minute routine, but the peak was higher 
than other airplanes (90 dBA during a high speed pass down the runway). 
Smaller gas- or glow-powered aircraft were in the 72 to 86 dBA range for 
their momentary maximum levels, depending on aircraft size and the power 

setting.

It is important to note that any sound data must include a distance. If someone 
says, “My airplane makes 92 dBA,” we need to know at what distance. It makes 

a huge difference whether that 92 dBA level occurs at 5 feet (glow engine 
during run-up) or at 500 feet (Boeing 747 during takeoff).

Distance is typically beneficial. Sound dissipates at roughly 6 dB per 
doubling of the distance, according to the inverse-square law. A level of 

90 dBA measured at 100 feet becomes 84 dBA at 200 feet, 78 dBA at 400 feet, 
and so forth.

Most are surprised to learn that trees and vegetation do not make a big 
difference in the sound levels at distances. A row of trees around the 



field will not lower sound levels at a nearby home.

A mature forest that is 100 yards wide will have roughly a 5 dB net noise 
reduction value compared to an open, grassy field. Five decibels is slightly 

noticeable, so the benefit gained by a couple of rows of thinly spaced trees 
is negligible. There can be an out of sight, out of mind psychological benefit, 

but nothing that sound meters can quantify.

Conclusion

The RC hobby can be noisy, particularly with fuel-powered aircraft. Most 
clubs realize that they need to be good neighbors and go to reasonable 

lengths (or sometimes well beyond reasonable) to protect the hobby and 
keep using their airfields.

If your club or flying field is threatened by community complaints or 
enforcement action, it is worthwhile to get advice from someone who 

is competent in noise assessment. These experts are usually listed under 
acoustical consultants in the telephone book.

Navigating the maze of noise regulations, zoning requirements, permits, 
and neighborhood opposition without some expert guidance is unwise. 

It’s similar to representing yourself in court or diagnosing your own illness.

—Earl Mullins, Professional Engineer

THAT’S IT FOR THIS MONTH. Should you have any question, safety concerns 
or suggestions for The Safety News Article please let me know: Phone 707-

330-7631 or e-mail at (flyingsafe@comcast.net)

“Safety First-Fly Second”

John White, Safety Officer



June 2018, SAFETY REPORT

• This month has proven to be a HOT and summer windy flying month. I know the 
wind has kept me from flying very much this month, but for those with experience 

and years of RC airplane flying in the area it seemed to be OK. We only had one crash 
that I am aware of, but it was a good one!

• The ticks are alive and well in the brush surrounding our flying field. We had two 
members that had the joy of de-ticking themselves already this month. My point is 

if you find yourself looking for your plane that had an unexpended landing in the tall 
brush, always check yourself for ticks A.S.A.P. 

• Snakes are also going to be hiding in the tall brush. Be aware that they are not 
your flying buddy, and if provoked will let you know that right away! 

• Just as a quick reminder, with the temperature now reaching into the 90’s and 
some days into the 100’s make sure you stay hydrated with plenty of water, and use 

sunscreen.  

• OBSERVED or COMMUNICATED SAFETY ISSUES FOR THIS MONTH:

This month we had no reports of any safety issues nor safety observations. 

• Safety Officer Monthly Safety Tips and Thing to Think About:

Each month I try to share a few good safety tips from articles that I have read 
and thought I would pass around. If you have been in this hobby for decades 

or just a few days, it never hurts to be reminded how to keep yourself and fellow pilots 
safe while at the field. This month I would like to share Propeller Safety and the Dos 

and Don’ts of flying your airplanes. 

LETS BE SAFE FIRST

The traditional safety structure of AMA clubs has done a lot to reinforce good 
safety habits over the years. Unfortunately, with the advances made in electric 

flight and its often less organized and more isolated nature, we have many up-and-
coming pilots who have little, if any, way to learn good safety practices. From time to 
time I will offer suggestions that will help keep you, your model and, most important, 
any spectators stay as safe as you can be. This is a great hobby for sharing with younger 
family members, and it is incumbent upon us to teach younger modelers how to be 

safe.

Your model airplanes most dangerous part is its propeller. Even the smaller park 
flyer� propellers can cause significant damage, as shown here. In the full-size 

aviation world, we assume that the propeller can turn at any moment. This is a great 
approach to dealing with your model airplane as well.



SIMPLE TIPS TO KEEP YOU SAFE

1–  Treat every propeller as if it may turn at any moment.

2–  Treat every propeller as if it will fail structurally at any moment. 
Keep all body parts clear of the propeller arc at all times.

3–  Remove the propeller from the motor whenever you are doing ESC/
motor setup, testing and programming.

4–  Properly secure your electric aircraft before you attach any power source; 
remember, it may start at any moment.

5–  Be sure to properly secure your model with a tie-down or have a helper 
hold it before you start its engine or motor.

6–  Between hand-props, give glow and gas airplanes a firm tug to ensure 
that the tie-down is holding them securely. One of my friends lost a few 

fingers when his model jumped forwards after starting with a loose tie-down 
rope.

7–  When tuning your engine, you must stay clear of the propeller arc. 
Preferably, tune the needles with the engine shut down.

8–  If its available on your transmitter, use a throttle lock or a throttle kill 
function to avoid an unplanned application of throttle until you’re ready 

to fly. I use this function religiously but I never trust that it is activated! Check!

9–  Always tell spectators not to touch or move your models propeller.

10–  Never, ever reuse a damaged propeller. The cost of an injury far 
outweighs the cost of a new propeller, even if it takes a quick drive to 

the hobby shop.

11–  Keep a first aid kit in your work shop and in your car.

Some RC flying Dos.

• If you're new to the hobby, do choose a suitable aircraft i.e. a model suited 
to your current flying experience, not the one that looks the best in the 

shop but you won't be able to control. Following the advice throughout this 
website should give you the right idea.

• Do be aware of any model flying rules and regulations as set out by your 
country's governing body.

• Do select your flying site carefully, and always check to see whether 
flying an RC aircraft is permitted in the area that you want to fly.



• Do check whether any kind if public liability insurance is needed (it 
usually is for club flying). If your aircraft damages property or, even worse, 

people, then you could be in for a multi-figure damages claim. Yikes!

• Do search out any local clubs in your area. If you don't want to join, at least 
talk with members about flying outside of their space; frequency control is a 

serious issue and can't be ignored.

• Do be very aware of proximity to houses, roads, schools etc. and keep as 
far away as possible. The larger and clearer the open space for radio control 

flying, the better.

• Do carry out those essential pre-flight checks and, very importantly, the 
range check.

• Do respect that not everyone likes RC models! Noisy airplanes should be 
flown at RC flying club fields or well away from the public ears.

• Do be very aware of your radio gear battery levels at all times. A drop in 
charge after lots of flying will result in the aircraft going out of range, and 

out of control. Very bad in a public place.

• Do write your name and phone number somewhere on the aircraft (or 
use an address label). RC airplanes have been known to fly off by themselves, 

or get stuck up trees or lost in corn fields, and the finder has more reason to 
return it if there is contact information - and even more so if there's an offer of 

a reward.

• Do fly within your skill limitations. We all need to push the envelope a 
bit, that's how we progress, but pushing it too hard too fast can have nasty 

results.

• Do use common sense, keep it safe, sensible and responsible at all times.

• Do have fun!  

Some RC flying Don'ts.

• Don't fly where flying isn't permitted.

• Don't fly too close to built-up areas or roads, or anywhere where 
you could be a nuisance to the public.

• Don't fly in an area with lots of trees, pylons, posts, power lines and other 
obstacles.

• Don't fly close to people who are out trying to enjoy the sunshine. Or 
anyone at anytime, for that matter.



• Don't fly over or close to animals, wild or domestic.

• Don't try and fly beyond your capabilities eg try advanced aerobatic 
maneuvers without mastering the basics first.

• Don't fly over your head and behind you - it's the quickest way of getting 
completely disoriented and confused with what the aircraft is doing. A truly 

horrid feeling when it happens, believe me!

• Don't fly the aircraft too far away - it doesn't take long for an RC airplane 
or helicopter to become a tiny dot in the distance, and you have no idea 

of what the aircraft is doing, which way up it is etc. Again, a sure way for 
disorientation to kick in.

• Don't fly on very windy days if your aircraft - or its pilot - isn't capable of 
handling wind. Different RC aircraft can handle different strength winds, but 

for a basic electric park flyer a wind of 10mph could be too much. No wind or 
a gentle breeze is ideal.

• Don't turn on a 72MHz transmitter if you see other modelers around. 
Check which frequency band they are using first; they also could be using a 

72MHz TX so you need to be aware of potential frequency clashes.

• Don't forget your pre-flight checks and range check.

• Don't fly if you are in any doubt about your aircraft or your situation. 
Wait for another day instead, or choose a safer area.

THAT’S IT FOR THIS MONTH.

Remember “Safety First-Fly Second”

John White, Safety Officer

707-330-7631

August 2018, SAFETY REPORT

• Well again this month has proven to be the Good- the Bad and the 
Ugly month to fly in. We had high winds all month, fires that filled the air 

with heavy unsafe smoke and ash, and then a fire that came very close to our 
field!

• Thanks to Don for keeping the grass (WEEDS) cut down around our flying 
site lessening the fuel to feed any fire that could stop buy!



• OBSERVED or COMMUNICATED SAFETY ISSUES FOR THIS MONTH:

1. There has been a few members including myself that have noticed that 
there has been an increases of wasps and bee’s observed in and around 

the overhang cover! Beware of them so you do not become their lunch.. 

2. Fire Extinguisher Signs Have Been Placed In The Pilot Only Area. We 
should pull the extinguishers out and hang them while flying at all times. 

3. Ticks seem to still be out in numbers in the tall weeds surrounding the 
field. If you find the need to enter there area make sure you keep all exposed 

skin cover to prevent them from eating you! 

Monthly Safety Article of Interest to All Who Enjoy our Hobby

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU CRASH?

• (Originally published on Hobby Squawk's thread "How well 
do you crash?" on 11/14/2016)

• Part of my job involves evaluating aircraft to and past their failure points. 
"Controlled Landings", "Dirt Naps", or an "Aggressive De-Kitting “are all part 

of the territory. The first bit of advice I give to my students brand new to the 
hobby is "Don't be afraid to crash --we all do it!". If they're less afraid to crash, 
they're less tense, more alert, more respectful of the aircraft and potential 
hazard, and ultimately they learn habits that promote a more SAFE and FUN 

experience in the wide world of RC flying.

• I'm a strong believer in the adage "Fail to Plan... Plan to Fail". Beginning 
a flight having already visualized what you'll do in the case of an in-flight 

emergency is always a prudent plan, and could minimize damage should the 
worse occur. In the same way that I begin each flight with a flight plan, I'm 

also prepared mentally for certain worst case scenarios.

• These scenarios depend on the aircraft, so it's important for pilots to 
consider what kinds of risks they're taking with their specific aircraft, be it a 

gasser, an EDF, a jet, a seaplane, a multi-engine aircraft, etc. Some of these risks 
overlap and some are unique to a given aircraft. If, for example, I'm flying a twin 
engine aircraft, I mentally practice what I would do if one of the motors failed. 
The moment an engine fizzles is not the moment you want to be thinking for 
the first time "What do I do now?" By then it needs to be instinctive. In the 
context of a twin losing an engine, throttling up the other is almost always a 

death sentence.



• Regardless of the aircraft, here are a few actions and thoughts that ideally 
occur between an in-flight emergency and when the aircraft reaches the ground. 

The prevailing mindset should be "Fly through the crash."

• 1) Immediately upon detecting a failure, whether it be a dead battery, failed 
servo, smoked ESC, loose wing, etc, immediately call out "Emergency!", "Heads 

up!" or something similarly unmistakable. Notifying people around you should 
be your first concern.

• 2) Assess your aircraft's disposition. Is it definitely going to crash? If so, call 
it out, and do your best to avoid people or property. Is it possible to avoid a 

crash? If so, maintain adequate airspeed and head for the nearest flat clearing 
away from people or property. If your airspeed is too low and you can't make it 
to the runway, don't get greedy making that final turn. Just keep it flat wherever 
it's pointed. I've seen so many aircraft cartwheel while stalling on the final turn 
because the pilot didn't want to keep it flat. Swapping landing gear is cheaper 
than replacing an entire plane. If you can make it back to the landing, call it out 
and do so. Remain calm. Spotters are helpful in these situations because they 
can talk you through your approach and confirm the runway is clear while you 

concentrate on bringing the aircraft down safely.

• 3) If for whatever reason the aircraft doesn't make it back down on its wheels, 
then prepare yourself for a walk out to retrieve it. I always bring my radio with 

me, and toggle my Throttle Cut button so I don't bump the throttle stick while 
walking. Don't turn your radio off, either. If your radio is set for failsafe and the 
battery is still plugged in at the crash site, your motor could spin up and do even 

more damage there.

• 4) I tend to hustle out to crash sites, because you never know if the battery is 
damaged and may start a fire at any time. If you crashed in a pond, then disregard 

this step.  :)

• 5) Upon reaching a crash site, the first thing to do is recover the battery, if it is 
an electrically-powered aircraft. Disconnect the battery and inspect for damage. 
If damaged, see our Knowledge-base blog article on proper battery disposal.



• 6) The rest of the steps are fairly obvious. Pick up the pieces, go home, test 
the electronics before deciding if you'd risk using them in another aircraft, dust 

yourself off, and take out the glue and get back in the game!

• I will add that one of the most valuable habits to do AFTER a crash is the post-
crash analysis. Use the crash as a teaching moment. Was the cause preventable? 

Did you reverse your ailerons, or forget to tape down that servo wire in front of the 
fan, or forget to CG the model properly, snap roll or lost orientation, or did you puff 

a battery or over amp an ESC?

• Learn why and adjust your actions so it doesn't happen again. Was the cause 
out of your control? Failed servo, mid-air collision, etc.? Reassure yourself that 

crashing is part of the hobby, and if this is your first one, tell yourself you've just 
joined an esteemed group of dirt napping professionals. We welcome you.  :)

• 

THAT’S IT FOR THIS MONTH. Should you have any question, safety concerns or 
suggestions for The Safety News Article please let me know:  

      phone 707-330-7631 or e-mail at (flyingsafe@comcast.net)

“Safety First-Fly Second”

John White, Safety Officer


